SAP Fiori Application
Manage employee assets/tools/access
Story
Employment process looks like a simple one, but also requires participation of several
persons and has several aspects. One of them is to prepare a working place for a coming
employee. Who is responsible for that? In many companies first line manager is a person,
who requests all necessary things for the subordinates.
Let’s consider an example when a new team member comes to a SAP department of any
company. What he/she needs to start work? Of course a badge, a computer, a corporate
e-mail account, an access to SAP systems, MS-Office license. Sometimes companies
provides a mobile phone, corporate credit card and so on for their employees.
If the process is not automated then the first line manager of a new worker should write 35 or even more e-mails to different peoples to request all necessary staff. It could take
several days. During that time a new employee doesn’t bring any value to the company.
The quicker an employee gets the necessary access and tools for a job, the quicker
he/she starts to bring value.
To automate and simplify the process of providing assets/access to a worker I would like
to provide an entry point (SAP Fiori application) for a first line manager to create requests
of “necessary things” for subordinates. Also with this application a person can track if the
requested staff provided or not.
Moreover during the work it could be a situation, when an employee needs additional
access. For such cases the application also suits.
One more advantage of such an application is a wide area of applying. It is suitable for any
type of office employees, which are nowadays a very large group of workers and
presented in almost any company.
Also the application is only a starting point to automate the process, but getting the statistic
of such requests it is possible to analyze demand for software licenses

Persona

Erika Mustermann
manage my team easier and
better and provide comfort
environment for them
43 years old; Married; Magister of computer
science; Manages team of 10 SAP consultants

Provide all necessary assets/tools/access for
subordinates and externals

Need to reduce time when my team
doesn’t bring value
Need to know responsible for some
processes (e.g. e-mail creation)

Subordinates
Employee from other
departments (IT, HR, FI)
Second line manager

First line manager

Make it quicker to subordinates bring value
Find a simpler way to communicate with other
departments regarding ordinary tasks

Who is responsible for access or tool?
It takes too much time to start working for a new
employee
How to request a new software license for my
team?

User Journey

Point of View
Erika is a team leader (first line manager) of a team of IT-specialists. She needs quickly
supply her team with all necessary stuff (assets, access, etc.) so that she can concentrate
on her main job and her team brings as much value as possible for a company.

Mockup
1 Overview: split screen

2 Only details screen with the other tab

Study
SAP Splash Study

